RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research methodology is a systematic way to solve the research problem. It may be understood as a science of studying how research is done scientifically. In it we study the various steps that are generally adopted by a scholar in studying his research problem along with the logics behind it.

There may be many motives of researcher for doing research like to get a research degree, to get intellectual joy of doing some creative or to get respectability etc. But my motive is not only to get research degree but also to do service of mankind by providing a better counter instrument for eradicating terrorism, which has emerged as challenge to global security.

Research methods may be understood as all those techniques/methods that are used for conduction of research. Research methods are helped in discerning variety of views and options that can be relied upon either substantiating or facilitating rebuttal of the arguments. Elaborate use of tables has been made to compete and present the data in a clear and cohesive order at appropriate places in the study. Optimum care has been taken to present an objective and dispassionate analysis. It is a theoretical approach of research work.

My research project “Analytical Study of Terrorism and Global Security Environment” is emphasized on challenges emerged to global security due to terrorism. I myself adopted Library Research. Methods used are analysis of historical records and analysis of documents. Research techniques used are recording of notes, tape and film listening and analysing, statistical compilations, reference and abstracts of guides and contents’
analysis. I have used facts or information already available and analyzed these to make a critical evaluation of the material/problem.

Methodology of my research project is historical, analytical and based on facts. Comprehensive references are made from contents of books, official and semi-official reports after thorough study. Concentrated extractions of memories and interviews published from time to time, articles and editorials in various reliable news-papers and magazines, concerned journals and other books are used widely. I have referred all those necessary documents and published sources which were absolutely essential for my thesis.

Even though, many eminent scholars and academicians have brought a great deal of attention to the various aspects of terrorism and global security and security environment. The challenges to security are not only related to any particular nation but these are global concerns. Therefore, it is greatly needed to reanalyze different dimensions of terrorism and global security. I am fully conscious of the complexities of the problem which is prominent contemporary relevant.

I have visited libraries of M.D. University, Rohtak, IDSA, New Delhi and ICWA, Sprew House, New Delhi frequently. In my research work I have tried fully to examine analyze critically all concerned factors and facts. I have tried to define "Terrorism", to develop theories, models etc. Several suggestions have been given to improve the short comings regarding the problem. An appropriate and effective counter terrorism model has been suggested for checking and elimination of menace. Also I hope that, this
would best enable policy-makers to deal effectively with the challenges to global security environment during twenty-first century.

I have tried my best of knowledge in completion of my research project, but limitations are there in social science researches due to fast changing of global strategic and security environments.